Babble & Squeak- Ukraine-Middle East
First- Dumb:
The people of Eastern Ukraine speak Russian, eat
Russian food, and are members of the Russian Church,
sing Russian songs, wear Russian clothes, teach their kids
Russian history etc. Their culture is Russian! This has
been so for thousands of years. Compared to thousands of
years, current world leaders are a diddly squat, impotent
flash in the pan. The Eastern Ukrainians (Russians), like
the Crimeans, will play along with Putin to get whatever
they they can get from him e.g. money, arms etc. (just as
Franco did with Hitler, Mussolini, Churchill, Roosevelt,
Stalin et al.) But if he tells them to stop doing what they are
doing, they will totally ignore him just as they ignore
Merkel, Obama et al. And so what anyway, Ukraine
doesn’t threaten us…………ISIS is the problem! Russia
did NOT annex Crimea! Crimea annexed itself and,
essentially, all Putin had to do was throw in a little pocket
change and say welcome back. The exact same will
eventually happen with eastern Ukraine because, not
sometimes, but always, history repeats itself. We record
and study it and do the same stupid crap over and over. If
not war would have become obsolete thousands of years
ago.
Second-would be smart:
When Bush senior invaded Iraq, he had enough sense to
listen to his generals, stop and get out………..that

worked! When Cheney (zero military service) thought he
could get control of Iraq’s oil (super dumb-doomed to
failure), he led puppet, George junior by the nose, at a time
when the Middle East did NOT want us there. This idiocy
enabled the creation of things like ISIS! Now that ISIS has
alienated itself from most of the Islamic world (23.4%world population), they (majority-Middle Eastern
governments) want us there! Now, we and Europe etc.
(international coalition), could go in with a full blown,
conventional, D-Day style invasion force, be welcomed
(bases provided)…………..and quickly obliterate ISIS.
Military people say that if there was a serious will to crush ISIS, the
military machine of the international coalition would be able to finish the
job within weeks and months rather than years
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Stop making us, ultimately, look as foolish as George
junior by wasting time, money and lives, trying to prevent
the inevitable outcome in Ukraine, and put all this to work
where it’s needed AND will work……………the Middle
East!
Washington……….get your damned priorities right!
As for ISIS, al Qaeda and all that idiocy, if world leaders
ever figure out the difference between their mouths and
their anuses, instead of starting a new cold war, this is what
could/should happen:
When Hitler threatened the world, most of it united against
him and eventually, Russia from the east and D-Day from

the west. An invasion force composed of an alliance of all
threatened (including Middle Eastern countries) by these
thugs would be assembled before they’re allowed to
become as powerful as the Third Reich. Such a force
could easily obliterate (permanently) this pile of crap
within a few months!
Note: I’m going to put this on Facebook but it always
screws up stuff like this. I’ll also send it to Washington but
even I mattered, this wouldn’t since they can’t find their
butts with both hands, standing naked in a room full of
mirrors.
If I’m still alive then, I’ll mention this prediction again in
about five years.

